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Abstract

At present, as an important measuring instrument for measuring sewage discharge, the principle of open
channel flowmeter is the functional relationship between liquid level and flow. By measuring the liquid level of
water flow in the tank, and then according to the flow value of the relationship between liquid level and flow in
the corresponding Parshall flume, therefore, the accuracy of Parshall flume size is closely related to its
measurement accuracy. In this paper, we introduce a kind of adjustable size of Parshall flume. Through
experiments, we find out the relationship between the flow rate and the standard flow rate under different
sizes, and then use the method of multiple regression to fit the correction equation.

1. Introduction

The working principle of open channel flowmeter is the
functional relationship between liquid level and flow.
By measuring the liquid level of water flow in the tank,
the instantaneous flow value is calculated according to
the relationship between liquid level and flow in the
corresponding open channel. However, in the process of
construction, affected by many factors such as
construction cost and construction conditions, some
open channel weir grooves will have some deviations
from the standard size in practical application, and the
size deviation may affect the accuracy of flow
measurement of open channel weir groove flowmeter,
and the most widely used Parshall flume is used.
Therefore, it is hoped to study the relationship between
the size deviation of Parshallflume and flow
measurement error through experiments, the correction
value of liquid level error under different non-standard
dimensions is obtained, which can provide data
correction for on-site detection of non-standard Parshall
flume.

In this experiment, the No. 4 Parshall flume with
152mm throat is selected as the test object, and the
width dimensions of the contraction section, throat and
diffusion section of the Parshall flumeare expanded or
reduced respectively. Then the indication error test is
carried out with the standard electromagnetic flowmeter,
and the law is observed, and the correlation between
size and flow is analyzed according to its law. The
independent variable is fitted by multiple linear
regression equation: the flow of standard
electromagnetic flowmeter (m3/h) and dependent
variable: Parshall flume flow (m3/h) according to the

linear relationship between the dimension (mm), the
flow correctione quation due to the change of the
dimension of the Parshall flume is obtained. The
working principle of the experimental device is shown
in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of test device

2. Test device

The No.4 Parshall flume was selected for the test, and
its standard dimensions are contraction section
b1:400mm, throat b:152mm, and diffusion section
b2:394mm. The test device is transformed from the
water flow standard device of standard meter method.
The test device consists of water pump, solenoid valve,
0.2-level electromagnetic flowmeter, Parshall flume,
open channel flowmeter and measurement and control
system. The structure of the test device is shown in
Figure 1. Among them, the Parshall flume body is
designed as an adjustable structure, which can adjust the
dimensions of contraction section width B1, throat
width b and diffusion section width B2 respectively
(Figure 2 and Figure 3).
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Figure 2: 3D model of Parshall flume

Figure 3: Parshall flume test site

3. test method

Adjust the sizes of all parts of the test tank, compare the
instantaneous flow of the open channel flowmeter of the
Parshall flume (hereinafter referred to as the tested table)
with the instantaneous flow of the standard
electromagnetic flowmeter (hereinafter referred to as the
standard table), and calculate its relative error with
Equation (1). Adjust the size as shown in Table 1. After
each size change, take the liquid level H ≥ 0.10m as
qmin to increase upward, and the relative error of a
single measurement is calculated according to Equation
(1).

� = �i−�si
�si

× 100% (1)

Where:Qi--Parshall flume display flow;
Qsi--Electromagnetic flowmeter displays flow.

4. test result

Increase the contraction section by 10mm and then
decrease again. For each adjustment, record the liquid
level, the instantaneous flow of the Parshall flume and
the instantaneous flow of the electromagnetic flowmeter
respectively, and calculate the relative error according
to equation 1. According to the test results (as shown in
Figure 4), the X axis is the liquid level height, and the Y
axis is the error.

Table 1:dimension adjustment table of Parshall flume
number Adjusted size (mm)

test 1

contraction
section width

B1
400+50 400+40 400+30 400+20 400+10 400-10 400-20 400-30 400-40 400-50

throat width b 152 152 152 152 152 152 152 152 152 152

diffusion
section width

B2
394 394 394 394 394 394 394 394 394 394

test 2

contraction
section width

B1
400 400 400 400 400 400 400 400 400 400

throat width b 152+10 152+8 152+6 152+4 152+2 152-2 152-4 152-6 152-8 152-10

diffusion
section width

B2
394 394 394 394 394 394 394 394 394 394

test 3

contraction
section width

B1
400 400 400 400 400 400 400 400 400 400

throat width b 152 152 152 152 152 152 152 152 152 152

diffusion
section width

B2
394+50 394+40 394+30 394+20 394+10 394-10 394-20 394-30 394-40 394-50
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Figure 4: Error curve of shrinkage section size change

Increase the throat segment by 2mm and then decrease
again. Record the results in the same way as above (as
shown in Figure 5).

Figure 5: Throat size change error curve

Increase the diffusion section by 10mm and then
decrease again, and record the results in the same way
as above (as shown in Figure 6).

Figure 6: Error curve of diffusion section size change

As shown in the above figure (Figures 4, 5 and 6), it can
be seen that the relationship between the shrinkage
section of the Parshall flume and the throat size change
and its error changes linearly. With the increase of the
test flow, the error has a positive growth trend; However,
the size change of the diffusion section of the Parshall
flume has little effect on the flow error.

It can be seen from the experimental data that there is a
linear relationship between the throat size change and
the flow size and the resulting error. The standard value
of the flow due to the size change can be obtained by
fitting the linear relationship between the independent
variables through the multiple linear regression equation.
It is expressed by Equation (2) of linear regression
equation.

� = �0 + �1�1 + �2�2 (2）

Equation (3) is fitted according to the multiple linear
regression model for the correction of the contraction
section. To correct the throat section, it is necessary to
reduce the flow to less than 80 (m³/ h) As a low flow
range, it will be higher than 80 (m³/ h) As the high flow
section, the flow in the high and low sections is
respectively passed through the fitting equation (4) (5).
By bringing the actual measured flow into the
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corresponding equation, the corresponding standard
flow can be calculated.

Y=14.868+(-0.032X1)+0.980X2 (3)

Y=-49.062+333.811X1+0.994X2 (4)

Y=-96.616+642.531X1+0.995X2 (5)

Where:Y is the estimated value of standard flow; X1 is
parshall flume size; X2 is parshall flume display flow; β
is the regression coefficient.

Bring the values calculated in Equation (3) (4) (5) into
the actual detection for verification. After the size is
randomly adjusted, the error tests are carried out on the
high flow interval and the low flow interval respectively,
and the indicated values are corrected. The results are
shown in Table 3,Figure 7; table 4, table 5 and Figure 8.
It can be seen that the error is significantly reduced after
using the correction equation, and it can be seen that the
regression equation plays a correction role under
different sizes.

Table 3: Regression test data of contraction section

Figure 7: Error before and after correction of contraction section
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Table 4: Throat high flow regression test data

Table 5: Throat low flow regression test data Figure 8: Error before and after correction of throat

5. Conclusion

In this study, the Parshall flume with a throat of 152mm
is taken as the test object. After adjusting the width of
the contraction section, throat and diffusion section of
the Parshall flume, the indication error test is carried out,
and its law is observed and its correlation is analyzed.

The test results show that the change of the size of the
contraction section and throat of the Parshall flume will
directly affect its flow. The greater the difference
between the size of the contraction section and throat
and the standard size, the relative error between the
indicated value and the standard value of the flow of the
Parshall flume will gradually increase, and its change
has a certain linear relationship; The size change of
diffusion section will not affect the flow. At the same
time, a set of flow correction equation can be obtained
by fitting the results with linear regression equations.
After using the corresponding correction equation, the
flow error caused by the size of the Parshall flume can
be significantly reduced, and the corrected flow
indication error can be controlled within ± 1.5%.

In addition, the test conclusions of this series can
intuitively show customers the impact of non-standard
self built tanks on the flow, show the economic losses
caused by this, and promote users to rectify the self built
tanks into standard finished tanks as soon as possible, so
as to make the whole market more standardized and
orderly. Moreover, if the modified equation can be
applied to the actual detection work, the detection can
be more accurate and credible. Based on this correction
method, the existing detection standard can also be
improved, so that it can have a wider application space.
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